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$1. INTRODUCTION 
THROUGHOUT THIS paper (Mni2, N”) will be a pair of topological manifolds such that 
aN = 0, N is closed in M, and n 2 3. We say that N is locally flat in M provided that 
for each x E N there is a neighborhood U C M of x so that the pair (U, U fl N) is 
homeomorphic to the euclidean pair (Rn+2, R”). We say that N is locally homotopic- 
ally unknotted in M provided that for each x E N and neighborhood U C M of x, 
there is a neighborhood V C fl of x so that each mapping cp: Sk + V - N is 
null-homotopic in U - N (for n = 1 we must assume that cp: S’ + V - N is also 
null-homologous in U - N). It is clear that locally flat implies locally homotopically 
unknotted. The purpose of this paper is to prove the following converse. Using 
completely different techniques this result has also been established by Seebeck 
(manuscript in preparation), and by Quinn[7] for n 2 4. 
THEOREM. If N is locally homotopically unknotted in M, then it is also locally flat. 
In [3] the author gave a new proof of the Kirby-Siebenmann result on the 
existence of normal bundles for codimension 2 locally flat embeddings of 
manifolds[6]. The heart of the proof was an approximation theorem from121 which 
enables one to detect when a map of a manifold into a fiber bundle, with fiber S’, is 
“close” to a homeomorphism. This same approximation theorem was also used in [2] 
to give a short proof of Goad’s result on the approximation of approximate fibrations 
with fiber S’, by fiber bundles with fiber S’[5]. 
For our proof of the above Theorem we also rely on the approximation theorem 
from 121 (see 92 for a precise statement of the approximation theorem from [2] that we 
are using). Our strategy for the proof of the Theorem is simple. In 03 and 94 we build 
up enough homotopy information to conclude that each point of N has small 
neighborhoods which, up to homotopy, look like product neighborhoods. Then in $5 
we feed this information into the approximation theorem of 42 to produce a genuine 
product neighborhood. 
It should be pointed out that the technique of proof of the Theorem enables us to 
dispense with the assumption that the ambient space be a manifold. In its place we 
would have to assume that MRt2 is generalized (n +2)-manifold and M - N is a 
genuine manifold. (By generalized (n +2)-manifold we mean an ANR M for which 
H.(M, M - x) = H*(R”12, Rn+2 - 0), for all x E M.) The argument given in this paper 
requires that M satisfy local Alexander Duality. Generalized manifolds are known to 
satisfy all of the standard duality theorems. (See[l] for an account of the literature on 
generalized manifolds.) Also we can dispense with the assumption that N is a 
manifold by merely assuming that N x R is a manifold. 
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62. THE APPROXIMATION THEOREM 
In this section we will first give some definitions, and then state the approximation 
theorem from[2] which will be needed in §5 for a proof of the Theorem. 
Let X and Y be locally compact spaces and let f: X + Y be a proper map, i.e. a 
map for which preimages of compacta are compact. If LY is an open cover of Y, then f 
is said to be an (Y -equivalence provided that there is a map g: Y + X so that 
(1) fg is a-homotopic to the identity, id, and 
(2) gf is f-‘(a)-homotopic to id. 
In (1) we mean that the track of each point of Y under the homotopy fg = id lies in 
some element of (Y, and (2) means that the track of each point of X under the 
homotopy gf = id lies in some element of the open cover 
f-l(a) = cf_‘( U)l u E a}. 
If A C Y, then f is said to be an cu-equivalence o2rer A provided that there is a map g: 
A +X such that fg is cw-homotopic to id and the restriction gflf-‘(A) is f-‘(a)- 
homotopic to id. In general, the prefix “over” means “when restricted to the inverse 
image of .” 
We now state the approximation theorem which we will need. For notation let B” 
be a topological manifold, n 2 4, let C C iY C B, where C is closed and U is open, 
and let (Y be an open cover of B. 
APPROXIMATION THEOREM. There is an open cover p of B so that if p: En+’ + B is an 
S’-bundle and P”+’ is a manifold, then any proper map f: p -+ E which is a 
p-‘@)-equivalence over p-‘(U) and which is already a homeomorphism from 
a(f-‘p-‘(U)) to a(p-‘(U)), is p-‘(a)-homotopic to a map f’: P +E which is a 
homeomorphism over p-‘(C). Moreover, f’ may be chosen to agree with f over 
.a(p-‘(U)) U (E -p-‘(U)), and the p-‘(a)-homotopy f = f’ may be chosen to be rel 
f-‘(a(p-‘(WI u (E-p-‘(U))). 
For n 3 6 this result is implicitly contained in[2]. What does appear there explicitly 
is-a Handle Theorem from which the above Approximation Theorem can be deduced 
via a standard argument. The only reason that the argument for the Handle Theorem 
of[2] does not work in dimensions n = 4,5 is that Farrell’s fibering theorem and 
Siebenmann’s boundary theorem are used to obtain a certain splitting result, and these 
theorems have dimensional restrictions. However, it is possible to eliminate the 
Farrell and Siebenmann theorems from the proof of the splitting result by using 
engulfing. Anyone familiar with the details of [2] and standard engulfing techniques 
(including TOP engulfing, see p. 437 of [8]) should be able to carry this out. All of this 
will be explained in a forthcoming paper by the author[41. 
53. A HOMOTOPY LImING THEoREM 
The main result of this section is Theorem 3.5 in which we show that the pair 
(M, N) enjoys a weak version of the homotopy lifting property. Something like this 
should be expected, for given that N is locally flat in M, the main result of [63 implies 
that N has a normal microbundle in M, which therefore has the homotopy lifting 
property. 
The following notation will be used throughout the remainder of this paper. If 
(X, A) is a pair, then a map of pairs f: (X, A) + (M, N) is said to be nice provided that 
f(X-A) c M-N. 
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Here is our first result. It tells us h6w to homologically detect linking loops in any 
neighborhood of any point, i.e. loops which link N. 
LEMMA 3.1. For every x E N there are neighborhoods 
Ui+l C Ui and n Ui = {x}, 
Image (Hl(Ui+I -N)-+H,(U;-N))=Z, 
Image (H1( ui+2 - N)-+HdUi+l- N))-+lmage (HI(~~+I 
is an isomorphism. 
Ui C M of x SO that 
- N) + H,( Ui - N)) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3 
Remark. All arrows between homology groups will be inclusion-induced 
otherwise specified. 
unless 
Proof. Choose neighborhoods Vi of X, 1 s i G 3, SO that Vi C Vi+,, Vi contracts 
a point in Vi+,, and Vi n N = Sin, where the Bi” are concentric open n-balls in 
around x. We will use Alexander Duality to prove that 
Image (H,(V, - N)+HI(VZ - N)) = Z. 
to 
N 
It will be clear from the proof how we can inductively choose our desired Vi. 
Consider the commutative diagram, 
H2(V,)+ H2(V,, V, -N)+ HdV, - N)+H,(V,) 
4 1 & J 
HAVz)+Hz(Vz, Vz-N)~H,(Vz-N)~H,(Vz) 
4 4 L J 
Hz(V3)+ Hz(V3, V~-N)~HI(V~-N)~HI(V~). 
Each horizontal row comes from the homology exact sequence of a pair, (Vi, Vi -N). 
By Alexander Duality we have Hz(Vi, Vi -N) = I&“(&“) = Z (see[9], p. 342). By 
naturality each arrow in the second column is an isomorphism. By diagram chasing, 
along with the fact that each arrow in the first and fourth columns is the O-map, the 
reader can easily check that a gives an isomorphism of Hl(V2, V2 - N) to Image 
(H,(V,--N)+HI(VZ--N)). n 
We are aiming for Lemma 3.4, which is the main tool needed in the proof of’ 
Theorem 3.5. The next two lemmas are just technical results used in the proof of 
Lemma 3.4. 
LEMMA 3.2. For any x E N and neighborhood U C M of x, there exists a 
neighborhood V C U of x for which the following is true: for all connected open sets 
W c V which meet N and which lie in a suficiently small neighborhood of x, if a is a 
path in V-N such that (Y(O), (~(1) E W-N, then there exists a path /3 in W-N from 
(~(1) to (Y(O) such that the loop cx * /3 is null-homotopic in U -N. 
Remark. cy * p: I -+ M is defined by 
(Y * P(t) = 
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Proof. Choose V and W so that (1) any loop in V - N which is null-homologous in 
U -N is also null-homotopic there; (2) Image (H,(W-N)+H,(U-N)= 
Image (H,( V - N)+ H,( U - N)); (3) W is connected. 
By (3) W - N is also connected, so there exists a path p’ in W - N from (~(1) to 
(~(0). This gives us a loop (Y * p’ in V - N based at (~(0). By (2) we can choose a loop 
7 in W - N based at a(0) such that y is homologous to (Y * p’ in U - N. Then 
((Y * p’) * y-’ is null-homologous in U - N, and by (1) it must be null-homotopic in 
U - N. Clearly p = /3’ * y-’ fulfills our requirements. H 
Recall that a subset A of the manifold N” is cellular provided that A is the 
intersection of open n-balls. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let u be a cellular arc in N, let t E I, and let U c M be a 
neighborhood of a(t). Then there exists a neighborhood V c M of (+(I) so that the 
following is true: for all neighborhoods W C U II V of a(t) of suficiently small 
diameter, any loop in W - N which is null-homotopic in V - N is also null-homotopic 
in U -N. Moreover, V is independent of t and U. 
Proof. Since (+ is cellular we can use the ideas of Lemma 3.1 to choose V, W and a 
connected neighborhood W’ C W of a(t) so that (1) Image (H,( W’ - N)+ 
HI(U fl V-N))=Image (H,(W-N)+H,(U fl V-N)); (2) any loop in W-N 
which is null-homologous in IJ - N is also null-homotopic there, (3) Image (HI( W’ - 
N)+H,(W -N))+Image(H,(W -N)+H,(V-N)) is an isomorphism. 
Now choose a loop y in W - N which is null-homotopic in V - N. By (1) there 
exists a loop y’ in W’- N which is homologous to y in U fl V - N. Since y is 
null-homologous in V -N we may use (3) to conclude that y’ is null-homologous in 
W - N. Thus y is null-homologous in U - N, and is therefore null-homotopic there. n 
For our next result we will need the following definition: 
Jk = (Ik x (0)) u (31k x [O, 11) c Ik x [O, 11. 
Here Ik denotes the usual k-cell [0, llk. 
LEMMA 3.4. If CT is a cellular arc in N and E > 0 is given, then there exists a S > 0 
such that if f: Jk + M - N is a map for which d(f(Ik x {0}), a(O)) < 6 and dCf(81k x {t}), 
u(t)) < 6, for all t, then f extends to a map f: Ik x [0, l]+ M -N so that d@(Ik x {t}), 
u(t)) < E, for all t. 
Proof. We first examine the case k = 0. We are given a map f: {O}+ M - N so that 
dcf(O), u(O)) < 6, for some small 6 > 0. We want a map f: [0, l]+ M -N so that 
du, a) <E. Choose a fine partition of [O, 11, 0 = to < t1-c. . . < tp = 1, and for each i let 
Ui be a connected open set in M of small diameter containing u([ti-l, ti]). Choose 
xo=f(O) E U,, x,, E U,-N, and for lcisp-1 choose Xi EUi n Ui+l-N. Then 
f: [0, l] + M - N is defined to be any path in M - N for which fl[ti-l, ti] is a path in 
Ui -N from xi-1 to Xi. Certainly if 6 is small enough, then the Ui may be chosen SO 
that dCf, a) < E. 
Next we examine the case k = 1, and for this we use Lemma 3.2. We can choose a 
partition of [0, 11, 0 = to < tr < . . *<t,=l, and open sets Wi C Vi C Ui (lsicp) 
such that (1) Wi contains u([ti-1, ti]); (2) diameter (Ui,) is very small; (3) for every 
connected open set W’ C Wi which meets c+([ti-1, ti]) and path (Y in Vi - N such 
that a(O), (Y( 1) E W’ - N, there exists a path p in W’ - N from cx (1) to LY (0) such that 
cx * p’is null-homotopic in Ui - N. 
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Now let Wi C Wi fl Wi+l be a connected open set containing a(ti). Choose S 
small enough so that f(Z’ x (0)) U f(aZ’ x [0, t,]) C VI, f(aZ’ X [t,, t,+l]) C Vi+,, and 
f(aZ’ X {ti}) C Wl, for 1 6 i s p - 1. Then (3) allows us to extend f to {: I’ X 10, 11 + 
M-N SO that f(Z’ X [ti-1, ti]) C Ui, for each i. By (2) we have f fulfilling our 
requirements. 
Next we examine the case k = 2, and for this we use Lemma 3.3. Choose a 
neighborhood V of o(Z) as in Lemma 3.3 and then choose a fine partition of I, 
o=to<t,<** * < t, = 1. For each i, i 2 1, choose a small neighborhood Ui C V of 
a(ti) and a smaller neighborhood Wi C Ui of a(ti) SO that any loop in Wi - N which is 
null-homotopic in V - N is also null-homotopic in Ui - N. Now let f : J2-+ V - N be 
given so that 6 is small. Thus we may assume that each loop f(aZ* x {ti}) lies in 
Wi - N. The given condition enables US to extend flaZ* X {ti} to 5: Z* X {ti}-t Ui - N. 
Then using local homotopy unknottedness we can extend f to f: Z* x [0, l] + M - N 
SO that f\Z’ X {ti} = fi and dCf(Z* x (t}), a(t)) < E as required. 
These cases k 2 3 all follow routinely from local homotopy unknottedness. H 
THEOREM 3.5. Let (P, PO) be a locally compact pair such that PO is closed in P and 
such that P -PO is a finite-dimensional polyhedron, and let f: (P, Po)-+(M, N) be a 
nice map. Zf F: PO x Z + N is a map such that F,-, = f[Po and each fiber Fl{x} X Z is a 
cellular embedding of Z into N, then there exists a neighborhood U of PO in P and a 
nicemap~:(U~Z,P~xZ)~(M,N)suchthati;b=flUand~extendsF. 
Proof. Let p = dim (P -PO) and choose a triangulation of P -PO so that the 
diameters of the simplices shrink to 0 at PO. Let (P -PO)’ denote the i-skeleton of 
P -PO. For each i we will construct a map, 
F’:(PoxZ) U (Uix{O}) U (((P-P0)i n uilxZ)+M9 
where Ui is a neighborhood of PO, F’ extends F, Fi = fl Ui, and 
F’(((P -PO)’ n Ui) x I) f~ N = 6 
This will be done inductively on i, and fi = FP will then fulfill our requirements. 
We start with i = 0. For each x E PO and integer k > 1 choose a neighborhood 
Uk(x) of x in P so that (1) Uk+,(x) C Uk(x) and diameter (Uk(x))< l/k, (2) for each 
y E Uk(x) - PO, there is a path in M - N which’starts at f(y) and which is (l/k) close’ 
to the path Ft(x) (this uses Lemma 3.4). Now let ak = U {Uk(x)Ix E P,,} and let 
UO = %,. For each vertex u of (P - PO) n UO choose the largest k for which u E Uk, 
and then choose any U,(x) containing u. By (2) we can define a path cp”: Z + M -N so 
that q,(O) = f(u) and d(cp,, Fl{x} x Z) < l/k. Make a choice of cpu for each 2, and then 
define F” so that FOJ{v} x Z is given by cpv. It is easy to check the continuity of F” (it 
only needs to be checked at PO x I). 
The cases i 3 1 are all similar to the case i = 0. H 
Remark. The above theorem holds if we merely assume that each fiber F: {xx) x Z -+ 
N is either a cellular embedding or a constant map to a point. 
04. CONSTRUCTING HOMOTOPIES 
Let R”+* - R” X R* be regarded as a bundle over R” with fiber R* and O-section 
R” = R” x {0}, and call a map f: R”+*+ R”+* nice provided that f(R” = id and f(R”+* -
R”) C R”+* - R”. The following is an elementary observation: A nice map f: R”+*+R”+* 
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is nicely homotopic to id provided that 
is homotopic to id in R”+*- R”. Since we are trying to prove that, locally, N has 
product neighborhoods of the form R” X R*, we should be able to verify the above 
observation locally for (M, N). This is carried out in Theorem 4.5 below. We will first 
establish several technical lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. For every x E N and neighborhood U C M of x, there exists a 
neighborhood V C U of x and a circle S’ C V-N such that V-N deformation 
retracts onto S’, with the deformation taking place in U -N. 
Proof. Choose neighborhoods V C Vl C U of x so that (1) V - N is connected and 
triangulable; (2) any loop in V-N which is null-homologous in V, -N is null- 
homotopic there; (3) Image (H,(V -N)-+ H,(V’ -N)) = Z; (4) any map S*+ Vl -N is 
null-homotopic in U -N. Let S’ C V - N be a circle which generates Image (H,(V - 
N)+H,(V, - N)). Triangulate V - N so that S’ is a subco&plex and let (V - N)’ denote 
the i-skeleton of V -N. We will now construct a homotopy F: (V - NY x I+ U -N 
such that F0 = id, F,((V - N)*) C S’, and F,IS’ = id. Of course this only treats the 
2-skeleton, but it will be clear from the argument how we can make appropriate 
modifications to get our desired deformation on all of V - N. 
We start by defining FI(V -N)'X I. Of course we want F(S’ XI = id. If v E 
(V -N)‘- S’ is a vertex, then F,(v) is defined to be any path in V -N from v to 
F,(v) E S’. This defines FI(V- N)‘x I. We now show how to define FI(V -N)’ x I. 
Choose any l-simplex [v,, v2] in (V -N)’ not entirely in S’. Thus [v,, v2] might have a 
vertex in S’. We already have a path in V -N from F,(v’) to F’(vz), say (Y. Here is a 
picture of LY. 
‘+ F’(vZ) 
[VI, v21 
T 
- Fdvd 
Vl F,(vI) 
It easily follows from the proof of Lemma 3.2 that there is a path p in S’ from F’(v2) 
to F’(v,) such that (Y * p is null-homologous in V’ - N, and is therefore null-homotopic 
in V, -N (to be more precise, S’ can be chosen so that this is true). Then define 
Fl([vl, v2] to be the path p-‘. Do this for all such [v’, v2]. We can therefore extend 
F[(V-N)‘xI to F:(V-N)‘,xI+V,-N. 
For the 2-skeleton let [v’, v2, v~] be any 2-simplex in V -N. Then F@[v’, ~2, vg] is a 
loop in S’ which is null-homotopic in Vl -N, and is therefore null-homotopic in S’. 
Thus F,Ja[v,, v2, vJ extends to F,: [v,, ~2. vJ+S’. Do this for each [VI, v2,vJ. Then 
using (4) we can complete our extension of Fj(V - N)’ X I to F: (V - N)2 X I + U - N. H 
LEMMA 4.2. Let I” C N be a locally-flat n-cell and let U C M be a neighborhood 
of I” for which U -N is triangulable. Then there exists a neighborhood V C U of I” 
so that the following is true: for all x E I” and all connected neighborhoods W C V 
of x of suficiently small diameter, if a! is a path in v -N such that (Y(O), a(l) E 
W-N, then there exists a path p in W-N from a(l) to a(O) such that CY * /3 is 
null-homotopic in U -N. 
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Proof. Studying the proof of Lemma 3.2 we see that all we have to do is prove the 
following: V can be chosen so that any loop in V-N which is null-homologous in 
U -N is also null-homotopic in U - N. Using Theorem 3.5 we can find a neighbor- 
hood G of I” in M and a nice map F: (G x I, (G n N) x I)+ (M, N) such that F. = id 
and F,II” is just a radially-defined deformation of I” to 0 E I”. Choose V C U fl G to 
be a neighborhood of I”. If V is close enough to I”, then any loop in V - N will be 
taken by F, to a small neighborhood around 0. Then our result follows from local 
homotopy unknottedness. n 
LEMMA 4.3. Let I” C N be a locally flat n-cell, let x E I”, and let U C M be a 
neighborhood of x. Then there exists a neighborhood V C M of I” so that the 
following is true: for all neighborhoods W C U n V of x of suficiently small 
diameter, any loop in W - N which is null-homotopic in V -N is also null-homotopic 
in U - N. Moreover, V is independent of x and U. 
Proof. Just repeat the proof of Lemma 3.3. n 
LEMMA 4.4. Let I” C N be a locally flat n-cell, let U C M be a neighborhood of I” 
for which U - N is triangulable, and let f: (U, U fl N) + (M, N) be a nice map such 
that f IU n N = id. Assume that for every neighborhood U1 C U of I” there exists a 
neighborhood UZ C U1 of I” such that f (U, - N: UZ - N + U, - N is homotopic to id. 
Then there exists a neighborhood V C U of I” such that f: (V, V n N)+ (M, N) is 
nicely homotopic if id rel V n N. 
Proof. Triangulate U-N so that the diameters of the simplices shrink to 0 at 
U n N. We will show how to choose a neighborhood Vi C U of I” so that if (Vi - N)’ 
denotes the i-skeleton, then there is a nice map 
p:((ViX{O}) U (Vi fl N)xI U (Vi-N)‘XI,(Vi II N)XI)+(&f,N) 
such that Fi = f/Vi, Ft’IVi n N = id, and FI’((Vi - N)’ = id. Then V = Vn+Z will fulfill our 
requirements. In what follows we will only give the details for the construction of V1 
and F’. It will be clear from the construction how to construct any Vi and F’. 
Let U3 C UZ C U1 C U be small neighborhoods of I” such that flu3 - N: UJ - N + 
UZ - N is homotopic to id. Then let VI C Uj 6e a small neighborhood of I”. (The exact 
size of U,, UZ, UJ and VI will. be clear from the construction.) If v is a vertex of 
V, - N and V, is sufficiently close to I”, then f(v) E U3- N. Using the homotopy 
flU3 - N = id we then get a path a in U2 - N from v to f(v). Note that for appropriate 
V1, v must be close to f(v). Therefore by Lemma 4.2 we can choose U2 and V, so that 
there is a path /3 in M - N from f(v) to v which has small diameter and for which a! * /3 
is null-homotopic in U, - N. Doing this for each vertex v E V, - N we can therefore 
build a nice map, 
F: ((V, x (0)) u (V, n N) x I u (V, - N)’ x I, (V, n N) x I)+(M, N) 
such that Foe = f[V,, F,O(V, r7 N = id, and FIo((V1 -N)‘= id. The next step is to show 
how to extend F to the l-skeleton, and thereby obtain our desired map F’. 
Now let [v,, VZ] be a l-simplex in V1 -N. We may assume that [v,, vz] has a small 
diameter. Consider the following loop, y. 
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Here 0, and & are the paths arising from F. This loop has small diameter, and if we 
can contract it to a point in a set of slightly larger diameter, then we will be able to 
extend the map F to our desired map F’. Consider, 
where a, and (~2 are the paths arising from the homotopy f[Uj - N = id. Since ai * Pi 
was chosen to be null-homotopic in U, -N, we get a homotopy of the outer loop to 
the inner loop in U, - N, and the inner loop is null-homotopic in U, - N by the 
homotopy f[IJj - N = id. Thus y is null-homotopic in U, - N, and by Lemma 4.3 we 
conclude that y is null-homotopic in a set of slightly larger diameter. Thus F can be 
Cxtended to F’ as desired. n 
THEOREM 4.5. Let I” C N be a locally-flat n-cell, let U C M be a neighborhood of 
I” for which U - N is triangulable, and let f: (U, U II N) + (M, N) be a nice map such 
that f 1 U U N = id. Assume that for every small neighborhood G, C U of 0 E I” there 
exist arbitrarily small neighborhoods G2 C G, of 0 such that f*: H,(G2- N)+ 
H,(G, -N) is inclusion-induced. Then there exists a neighborhood V c U of I” such 
that f: (V, V II N)-,(M, N) is nicely homotopic to id rel V II N. 
Proof. We will first need the following result. 
ASSERTION. For every neighborhood G, C U of 0 there exists a neighborhood 
G2 c G, of 0 such that f IG2 - N: G2 - N + G, - N is homotopic to id. 
Proof. Choose neighborhoods of 0, G2 C Gi C G, C U, such that (1) f*: H,(G2- 
N)+ H,(G$ - N) is inclusion-induced; (2) there exists a circle S’ C G2 - N such that 
G2 - N deformation retracts onto S’ in GS - N (see Lemma 4.1); (3) any loop in Gi - N 
which is null-homologous in G, -N is null-homotopic there. Choose * E S’ and 
arrange that f(*) = *. Let r: G2 - N + S, be a retraction which is homotopic to id rel S’ 
(in G$ - N). It therefore suffices to prove that f(S’: S’ + G, - N is homotopic to id, for 
(assuming that f(Gi) C G,) 
flG2 - N = f Q rJG2 - N = (flS’) 0 (rlG2 - N) = rlG2 - N = id. 
By (1) we have S’ homologous to the loop f(S,), and by (3) we have flS, = id. n 
Now returning to the proof of Theorem 4.5 we are going to use Lemma 4.4. Let 
U, C U be any neighborhood of I”. We must show that there is a neighborhood 
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Uz c U1 of I” such that f: Uz- N-U, -N is homotopic to id. By Theorem 3.5 we can 
find a neighborhood Vi C II1 of I” and a nice map F: (Ui X I, (Vi fl N) X I)+ (M, N) 
such that F0 = id and F$” is just a radially-defined deformation of I” to 0 E I”. Using 
the Assertion let G1 = U1 and choose GZ C G1 such that f[Gz - N: GZ - N+ G1 -N is 
homotopic to id in G, - N. Choose a neighborhood U2 C U; of I” such that the 
following homotopy lies in Ui - N, 
flUz - N = fFIJUZ - N = F&j2 - N = id. 
(The first homotopy is fFt, the second is provided by flG2 - N = id, and the third is 
F,_,.) This fulfills our requirements. n 
$5. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The purpose of this section is to prove the Theorem stated in §I. In Lemma 5.1 
below we use the Approximation Theorem stated in 02 to prove a recognition criterion 
for local flatness. Then we will use Theorems 3.5 and 4.5 to show that the require- 
ments of Lemma 5.1 are met in order to conclude that N is locally flat in M. 
LEMMA 5.1. N is locally flat in M provided that for every x E N there are 
neighborhoods x E V C U C M and nice maps 
(v, v f7 N) &(U n N)x&*, u n N),((U n N)XB12, U n &(M,N) 
such that (1) f = id on V n N and g = id on U fl N; (2) gf I(Vr, VI n N) is nicely 
homotopic to id rel VI n N, for some neighborhood VI C V of x; (3) f&G, G n N) 
is nicely homotopic to id rel G fl N, for some neighborhood G C (U fl N) X B12 of x. 
Remark. Br2 is the unit disc in R2 and U n N = (U f’l N) x (0) in (U n N) x B,‘. 
Proof. For convenience let U fl N = R”, x = 0 E R”, and let V = ff’(R” x 6,‘). 
Because f = id on V n N it is clear that f is proper over a neighborhood of R” in 
R” x h12. So we might as well assume that f: V -+ R” X @I2 is proper. Also we may 
choose notation so that g: (B,” x B$2, Bi”)+(V, R”), fg: (B,” x R$2, B,“)+(R” x fi12, R”) 
is nicely homotopic to id rel Bi”, and 
gflf-‘(B,” x B:,2, B,“): f-‘(B,.” x B:,2, B,“)+(V, R”) 
is nicely homotopic to id rel Bin. We will use the Approximation Theorem of $2 to 
show that some neighborhood W of 0 in V is homeomorphic to some neighborhood W’ 
of 0 in R” x B12 via a homoeomorphism which is the identity on W n N. This will 
suffice for local flatness. Our homeomorphism will actually be constructed from 
W - N to W’ - N, and the homoeomorphism will be so controlled that it extends via 
the identity of all of W to w’. 
To apply the Approximation Theorem we need an S’-bundle, and it is 
where p(s, t) = (s, [(t(J). (We are thinking of 8,‘- (0) as S’ x (0, I).) The given properties 
of f and g assure US that f: V-N + R” X (B12 - {0}) is a p-@)-equivalence over 
Bi” X (0, (l/2)), where /3 is an open cover of R” X (0,l) whose mesh shrinks to 0 at 
R” x (0). Then the Approximation Theorem of 92 gives us a neighborhood W; of (0,O) 
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in R” x [0, l), a neighborhood W of 0 in V, and a homeomorphism 
h: W -N + p-‘(W; - (R” x (0))) 
which is p-‘(a)-close to f, for some open cover (Y of R” X (0, 11 whose mesh shrinks to 
0 at R” x (0). Then h extends via the identity to a homeomorphism fi: W -+ p-‘(W;) = W 
to fulfill our requirements. n 
Proof of the Theorem. We will show that the conditions of Lemma 5.1 are met. We 
start by choosing U and defining g: ((U fl N) x B,2, U n N)-+(M, N). Let I” C N be a 
locally flat n-cell for which some neighborhood of I” is triangulable, and let x = 0 E I”. 
Using Lemma 3.1 we can find a map cp: B,2+M such that ~(0) =O, (p(B,*-{0}) c M- 
N, and such that the following property is satisfied: for every neighborhood G, of 0 
there exist arbitrarily small neighborhoods GZ C GI of 0 so that 
Image (H,(G? - N)-+ H,(G, - N)) 
is generated by the loop qlaBt2, for all t sufficiently close to 0. By using Theorem 3.5 
we can find a neighborhood U C H of I” and a map g: ((U fl N) x B,‘, U n N)-+ 
(M, N) which is nice, which satisfies glU Cl N = id, and for which g(0, t) = cp(t), for all 
t E BC2. Then to complete the definition of g we replace E with 1. 
We now turn to the definition of V and f: (V, V n N)-+ (U n N x B,‘, U n N). Let 
V C U be a small neighborhood of 0 so that for some small E > 0, V - N deformation 
retracts onto the circle q(8BC2) in a set of slightly larger diameter. Let r: V-N-+ 
(p(aB,‘) be a retraction which has been adjusted so that &(aB,‘) is a radially-defined 
homeomorphism onto cp(aB:), for 0 < t S E. Now let s: V + U fl N be a map such that 
s[V n N = id and such that s(cp(B:)) = (0). Then define f: (V, V fl N)+ 
((U n N) x B,‘, U n N) by 
f(z) = (s(z), Cd@, W/(1 + d(z, W)r(zN, 
for all z E V. This completes our definitions. We need to prove that the required 
homotopies exist. 
To see that gfl(V,, V, n N) is nicely homotopic to id rel V, fl N all we have to do 
is note that gflcp(aB?) = id, for 0 <t 6 E, and then apply Theorem 4.5. To show that 
fgl(G, G fl N) is nicely homotopic to id rel G rl N we first remind the reader of the 
elementary observation made at the beginning of §4. Then all we have to do is observe 
that any fgl{O} x aB,2 is homotopic to id, for 0 -C t c E. n 
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